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OUTLINE: 1: SERA-37 New Hispanic South: why Extension, why now  �2: SERA-37: who we are (leaders, individual/state participants) and how we are organized (task forces) �3: Research activities, Accomplishments and goals �4: Training activities: NC training (pass out flyer, and highlight agenda); future trainings�5: Immersion: developing a proposal to develop and assess two-pronged training: immersion in US new immigrant experience and international immersion�6: Dialogue�7: How to keep engaged and informed: our web site, leadership contacts, opportunities 



Growth in Latino 
Population

Gain of 200% +

100.0 to 199.9

57.9 to 99.9

0.0 to 57.8

-0.1to -10
Loss of 10% +
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1: Overview: Why Now, Why Extension:Much of the growth in the Latino population since 1990 has been in the Southern region, in many areas at rates exceeding 200%. Many of these new immigrants in the south are locating in rural areas with little experience working with Latino families. Extension has a strong presence in these communities and is known as a trusted resource for rural families. We now need to grow our ability to serve Latino families by learning about their cultures and working with these newcomers and longtime Latino residents to produce services and products that they can trust and that really meet their urgent needs. This is a niche that we need to develop in order to help struggling rural economies and to meet the needs of families that are struggling. Likewise, we can help the long-time residents of these communities prepare to understand and integrate these newcomers and bridge the cultures.



Objectives

SERA 37 brings together land-grant faculty: 
1. to work collaboratively in understanding the 

challenges and opportunities associated with 
Latinos in the South; 

2. to strengthen the research, Extension outreach, 
and public policy work being done with Latinos 
in our region’s land-grant university system; and 

3. to advance educational programs and technical 
assistance to meet the diverse needs of our 
growing Latino population. 



Leaders
• SERA-37 Co-Chairs:

– Cesar Asuaje, IFAS/University of Florida
– Andrew Behnke, NC Cooperative Extension/NC State University 

• Co-Chair-Elects:
– Cintia Aguilar, NC Cooperative Extension/NC State University
– Sharon Gibson, University of Georgia Extension 

• Co-Secretaries: 
– Nancy Calix, Kentucky State University
– Julia Storm, NC Cooperative Extension/NC State University 

• Administrative Advisors:
– SRDC: Bo Beaulieu, Director and Professor, Southern Rural Development Center & 

Mississippi State University
– Research: Reuben Moore, Associate Director, Mississippi State University Agricultural 

and Forestry Experiment Station
– CSREES: Sally W. Maggard,  National Program Leader for Centers for Rural 

Development, USDA-CSREES
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2: SERA-37: who we are (leadership)Our leadership is intentionally structured to drawn on multi-cultural strengths.We particularly appreciate the organizational support of the Southern Rural Development Center.



SR Members

• North Carolina: 10
• Oklahoma: 1
• Puerto Rico: 1
• South Carolina: 3
• Tennessee: 3
• Texas: 6
• Virginia: 2

• Alabama: 10
• Arkansas: 3
• Florida: 3
• Georgia: 4
• Kentucky: 6
• Louisiana: 1
• Mississippi: 14
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Who we are: southern region states with individual participants.



Other Members
• California: 1
• DC (USDA-CSREES): 5
• Iowa (NCRDC): 1
• Indiana: 2
• Michigan: 2
• Minnesota: 1
• Ohio: 1
• Oregon: 2
• Pennsylvania: 2
• Utah (WRDC): 1
• West Virginia: 1
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Our membership extends beyond the southern region to other states and representatives of other Rural Development Centers who are considering establishing similar initiatives. 



Task Forces

• Immersion Taskforce
• Julia Storm, NC Cooperative Extension/NCSU

• Inventory Taskforce
• Ron Cox, Oklahoma State University

• Research Taskforce
• (open)

• Training Taskforce
• Stacey McCullough, University of Arkansas Extension

• Website Taskforce
• Monica Rosas, Mississippi State University
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Having had our first organizational meeting in Atlanta in February 2008, our group has quickly organized and has already sprung into action around these focal areas. We are currently in transition between research task force leaders.



Research

• Website connecting leading researchers
• Understanding Latino needs, preferences
• Interdisciplinary 

research 
– Demography
– Family
– Farmworkers
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Research activities and plans:Develop a website to connect leading researchers in the fieldDevelop projects that provide an understanding the types of programs Latinos in the South desire to take part inConduct and promote Interdisciplinary research, for example:Demography, family involvement, farmworker health and safety issues, food security, effectiveness of programs, understanding migration patterns, understanding immigration and economic issues and impacts



Inventory

• Beyond fact sheets..
– New compendium of 

extension programs 
targeting Latinos

http://sera37.wordpress.com/resources/
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Getting beyond fact sheets .  .  .Our inventory task force is initiating an ongoing activity to share innovative and effective resources via a new compendium of extension programs targeting Latino audiences



• Bridging the Culture Divide: Inclusive Extension 
Programming for Latinos
– October 14-15, 2008, Raleigh, North Carolina
– Register NOW! 
– http://srdc.msstate.edu/opportunities/hispanic_ 

south.htm
– Sponsored by

• SERA-37, Southern Rural Development Center
• North Carolina State University, NC Cooperative Extension

• Similar trainings in 2009: Alabama, Mississippi

Training
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Training activities: NC training (pass out flyer, and highlight agenda): Bridging the Culture Divide: Inclusive Extension Programming for Latinos: October 14-15, 2008Learn about immigration trends in the southern U.S., implications for Extension educators, and effective methods of reaching and including Latinos/Hispanics in Extension programming.  This interactive training will provide Extension professionals of all disciplines with the tools to address challenges associated with changing demographics and include train-the-trainer materials for use in teaching others how to develop effective local programs.  Bridging the Culture Divide: Inclusive Extension Programming for Latinos is sponsored by the New Hispanic South (SERA-37), the Southern Rural Development Center and North Carolina State University-Cooperative Extension.��>> View Agenda�>> Register NOW—space is limited! Visit SRCD web site to register and for more details.>>Hotel deadline for conference rate is September 30



Immersion Training

• Strategy: Two-Pronged Training
– immersion in US new immigrant experience
– international immersion in sending 

communities
• Extend excellent models: NC and GA

• Proposal in Development
– Curriculum development
– Evaluation
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Immersion Training Task Force is developing a grant proposal to develop and assess a two-pronged training program.The two-pronged training: immersion in US new Latino immigrant experience and international immersion.Why? There are 2 sides to the coin in understanding how to develop and deliver effective Extension programs with and for Latino audiences. One is to understand the global forces that have lead to migration and to understand the systems and everyday living conditions of immigrants in their home countries.The other is to understand the new immigrant experience in the US-- what barriers they face and what resources they utilize, for example: where do people shop or bank, how do they enroll their children in school, what are their working and living conditions like, how do they navigate our health care system, how does this change the family dynamic—all with possibly limited English skills.What? We are developing a proposal; a small work group will begin working on this intensively on October 15-16 in NC following the NC Latino training.



Immersion Training

• Extend existing excellent international models:
– NC Center for International Understanding
– University of Georgia
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One prong of the strategy is to integrate, extend and further evaluate two excellent existing models of international immersion training throughout the southern region.



ciu.northcarolina.edu
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Since 1998, the North Carolina Center for International Understanding has trained more than 700 North Carolina community civic and policy leaders through its Latino Initiative. As the Latino Initiative states:  “immigration is a challenge that calls out for imaginative leadership.” This immersion training program has prepared North Carolina community leaders to address immigration in their communities with a fresh perspective and a focus on solutions that work for everyone.The model is to take a group of 30 civic leaders (education, health, law enforcement, elected officials) from 3 adjacent counties through a year-long training program that includes an 8-day international immersion experience in Mexico, the home country of the overwhelming majority of new Latino North Carolinians.  In Mexico, participants visit examples of community, non-profit, government and university programs at work in Mexico in the very communities that send migrants to North Carolina. Upon return, county teams implement a project to make a difference for the Latino community in their area. The goals of the CIU training are to:Develop a multi-disciplinary network of leaders interested in investigating the challenges of incorporating immigrants into strong NC communities;Inform leaders of the challenges and achievements of Latinos in NC and related service providing agencies; andGain a deeper understanding of the cultural, political, social and economic issues impacting the decisions of Mexicans to come to NC and the life cycle experience of Mexicans who migrate and the families they leave behind.In 2006, NC Cooperative Extension entered into a partnership with the NC CIU to customize a year-long training program for Extension personnel. A state-wide team of 27 Extension agents and specialists participated, visiting family homes in villages heavily impacted by migration to the US, micro-finance groups in rural villages in Oaxaca which provide marginalized women with small-business training, management skills, educational workshops and increased self-worth, and interactive tours of a non-profit that specializes in outreach and agricultural programs for local farmers and community youth.As a result of this transformative training program, NC Cooperative Extension participants implemented individual and team projects in their communities and set about increasing the capacity of NC Cooperative Extension as a whole to meet the needs of the growing Latino community in NC.Because of its impact in NC, the Immersion Task Force would like to extend this model throughout the southern region.



www.uga.edu/internationalpso/
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Similarly, the University of Georgia Cooperative Extension has engaged in successful international immersion training. Since 2000, the University of Georgia Cross Cultural Studies Program has annually involved Extension personnel in its study abroad immersion programs in Mexico, Costa Rica, Honduras and Ecuador. Extension agents have been engaged in agribusiness study in Xalapa, midwifery and social work programs also in Xalapa, joint Extension/public school teacher immersion training in Costa Rica, study of textiles in Ecuador, and tropical ecology, agriculture and rural/urban development in Honduras.One of the primary outcomes of UGA’s cross cultural studies program is the internationalization of extension so that agents can respond to requests from non-government organizations, private individuals or local governments. Following completion of cross cultural studies, Extension agents responded to a request from Atlanta supporters of ProNino for technical assistance in food production and preservation and youth leadership for an orphanage in El Progresso, Honduras. Three agents were able to help the orphanage start a garden, preserve excess food, and start a youth leadership program for 60 boys at ProNino.Glen Ames, one of UGA’s leaders of international programs, says: “An important point is that Extension agents have to respond to the changing demographics in Georgia and the only way to do that is to be immersed in the Latino culture.”Outcomes of the 2-week immersion training to Veracruz, Mexico in 2008 are:Knowledge of the social issues, culture, and economy of Mexico.�• Participants will be able to analyze and discuss various social aspects of Mexico and compare these to other Latin American countries as well as the U.S.�• Participants will be able to compare and contrast Latin American and U.S. educational systems and values associated with these institutions.�• Participants will be able to integrate various scientific and social concepts learned in a Mexican context into units and topics they utilize in outreach programs in Georgia. Knowledge of values, thinking and behavior of Latino students, employees, and their families.�• Participants will be able to compare and contrast the range of educational and family values in Mexico, other Latin American countries, and the U.S. and interpret these relative to the immigrant populations they work with in Georgia. Knowledge of how to better assess the Latino community.�• Participants are expected to use their understanding of Mexican culture to work more effectively with Georgia's Latino community. So, the Immersion Task Force will take the best of these international immersion programs from NC and GA and develop a model for Extension throughout the south.



Dialogue

• What does Extension need from SERA-37?

• What does SERA-37 need from Extension?
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Dialogue: Our goal is to increase Extension’s capacity so that outreach to the Latino community is not an isolated program or given importance only during Hispanic Heritage month. Financial and administrative support for the implementation of programs will enhance the community where we each live and provide the entire Land Grant system with valuable and important resources that can be shared.Please share your thoughts and ideas with us .



Gracias – Hasta Luego

• http://sera37.wordpress.com/
• http://srdc.msstate.edu/opportunities/hispanic_

south.htm
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We invite you to visit the SERA-37 website and to become a part of SERA-37.Please also join us October 14-15, 2008 for our first training. 
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